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Pupil
attendance this week

93.1%
DIARY DATES:
Bank Holiday Monday:
7th May
Enterprise Week:
21st – 25th May
Halfterm:
28th May – 1st June
Healthy Eating
Week:
11th -15th June
Last day of Summer
Term:
Friday 20th July

Dear Parents,
Welcome back, I hope you had a lovely Easter break.
The weather for the first week of the Summer Term has been so
glorious that we have already sent out the sun safety letter; please
respond and send in named suncream even if the weather takes a
turn for the worse over the weekend.
We are looking for a Parent Governor at the moment, if you are
interested, please send in the reply slip to the letter in your child’s
bag today.
Enjoy the weekend!

Mary Bickmore

Cycle Ability:
The Cycle Ability Team returned for the last week of last term (hence the mention of bad
weather!) Please see the attached from Miss Standen: Cycle ability returned and despite the
weather, our students had the opportunity to take part. When the weather no longer allowed us to
go out on the bikes, our older students had the opportunity to learn how to fix and maintain bikes.
One of the cycle trainers expressed the following “Although a number of students had no previous
experience riding a two wheeled bike they worked extremely hard over the course and by the end
of our time here many of them were able to cycle by themselves – this is a tremendous
achievement and they should be very proud of themselves!
We were very lucky during our time here to have access to a wide variety of bikes that meant
students of all abilities could take part. Hopefully the photos can show how much enjoyment the
pupils had during the sessions and show the positive benefits that cycling can give to everyone.
Finally myself, Paul and Jenny would like to say thank you so much for giving us the opportunity to
lead the training here, we have an even better time than the children taking part and we would
love to come back!”
It was an absolute privilege to organise this for our students and I am looking at how we can
continue this for the future. All of the students that have taken part have done extremely well.

PUPILS OF THE WEEK:
Jayden – for coping well with changes all week
Rivers – for being really grown up and accepting other people’s needs
around him

